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Wow, I think I need to clear the air about the post I wrote last week. We can all be friends. Guy or not (actually, I thought I was stupid with the title. But I wasn't trying to hurt anyone. It wasn't an attack on single ladies. I love all my girls (and guys) - regardless of their relationship status. It wasn't my intention to say that
people should be cut out of your life as you go through different stages or that because you have a guy you can't hang out with single friends anymore, and I'm so sorry I came across that path. All I've really tried to say is that sometimes it can be easier to connect with people who go through a similar life experience. I
want to apologize to people who thought I meant that people in a relationship should stop being friends with someone just because she's single. The truth is that I have friends who are single, connected, engaged, and some who even start a family. Some have been in my life for over 20 years and some I have become
friendly just in the last six months and I love them all for very different reasons. People come into your life for a reason, season or all life. My mom always said that quote for me was growing up and that's really all I had in mind with this last post. To hopefully show you guys how much Ladylove I have for all my girlfriends,
here are 7 (of many) reasons they rock:1. There is no judgment. Whether it's listening to me complaining never being able to find nail polish that lasts more than a few days, being there (for real) when a health scare comes, singing with me Meatloaf at the bar (when no one sings), or contemplating another juice cleanse,
they take me for who I am.__2. We can be girls together. __It very nice to have friends to go and complain about the finale of Grey's Anatomy (WTF, why Lexi??), motivate each other to wake up and go to the gym before work, and share a powerful margarita while giggling about what sexual intercourse has gone wrong.
Rocks are important because geologists use evidence from them to learn about what the Earth was like in the past. They allow scientists to build a historical record of the planet to find out what happened before humans lived. The rocks can answer a number of questions about what the Earth was like in the past. They
can indicate whether a certain part of the Earth was under the ocean or on the top of a mountain. Scientists also use them to help determine if the atmosphere was thick or thin, and whether the climate was warm or cold at a given time. Studying how the Earth existed in the past allows scientists to learn how it works in
the present and is likely to work in the future. For example, geologists use stones to determine how temperature changes have affected Earth and life on Earth in the past. This is scientists understand how global climate change is affecting the planet. Granite and basalt may be the most important rocks in the earth's
crust. They both are curly rocks, which means they are formed from cooling magma. Granite is the most common type of rock on continental lands, and basalt makes up most of the ocean floor. Go to content Go to footman 1/2Photo: Chris Haston /NBCLIFT BEHIND Seinfeld, left, can't ditch McGrayer soon
enough.2/2Photo: Mitchell Haaset/NBCFUNNY BUSINESS Company man Baldwin's annoyed Fay. Among the hoopla of about 30 Rock is the second new series chronicling behind the scenes intrigue on a fictional riff on Saturday Night Live, the most important thing about Tina Fey's new comedy has gone relatively
overlooked: If it succeeds, we'll get a new dose of comic genius Alec Baldwin 22 times a year. Baldwin's emergence as one of America's funniest actors was a joy to contemplate (not coincidentally, he owes much to his frequent SNL host gigs), and his supporting role as a court-made corporate type is ingeniously tailored
to his strengths. Since SNL honcho Lorne Michaels is one of 30 Rock executive producers, it's likely Fey won't use the series (in which she plays Liz Lemon, the main writer of The Girlie Show) to offer luscious dirt about her nine seasons in the trenches. But Baldwin's role as Jack Donaghy, the executive who divides his
time between NBC and its corporate parent General Electric (he's vice president of East Coast television and microwave programming), has allowed a sharp skewering of GE on its own airwaves since David Letterman left NBC. With the power of the corporation behind him, Donaghy exudes a reckless arrogance that is
one of Baldwin's comic specialties, and it makes the character a worthy successor to classic comedy bosses such as The Dick Van Dyke Show's Alan Brady and NewsRadio's Jimmy James. It's too early to say how the remaining 30 Rock ensemble (which includes Jane Krakowski and Tracy Morgan) will gel, but Baldwin
would be worth tweaking even if his castmates were trained by Pomeranians. - Andrew Johnston posted: Thursday October 5, 2006 Tripsavvy uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Tripsavvy, you agree to use cookies. Home LandscapingRiver rock skills often play a practical role in gardens
and landscapes. Here are a dozen ways to use this natural material for aesthetic reasons. 2/12 Istvan Balogh/ShutterstockFor is a little different to take on the gabion wall, consider a raised planter bed made with river cliffs. It is not only attractive and unique, but also drains well. To prevent the soil from seeping, line the
interior with a landscape cloth before filling with a mixture of light mixture of pouring and compost. Learn how to build attractive raised garden bed containers. 3/12 Sarawoot Liamthai/ShutterstockSing the floating moat of river cliff hem in the collection of plants in pots. The rocks perform in scene, paying attention to
several pots and presenting them as one cohesive unit. Side benefits: Stones keep planters from tipping over. Interested in container gardens? See some helpful tips here. 4/12 Katherine Roach/ShutterstockRiver rock landscaping ideas often revolve around water, or in this case, the lack of it. River cliffs are a great
addition to the drought-tolerant plants found in xerishing, making a beautiful, fast-drained mulch that looks out over a house with dry inhabitants such as barberry, Russian sage, Carl Foerster's grass, blue oatmeal and sage. You can grow plants using less water. Find out all about xeriscaping! 5/12 Jingo
Scott/ShutterstockFairy Gardens is hot. River cliffs and smaller pea gravel are indispensable in creating miniature landscapes. Here they unite to form a bonfire. You can almost smell the smoke! See our collection of 15 exciting DIY fabulous gardens. 6/12 Joan Dale/ShutterstockIn landscaping, just like in design, has
what is called negative space. It is a visual breathing room where the eye can rest and not be overwhelmed by things - whether it is color, shape or, in this case, a circus of plants. Notice how the river rock provides a valuable negative space in this small garden, giving garden art in the foreground at some distance from
planting. Find out about garden design strategies here. 9/12 Bow Jongjaijit/ShutterstockIf you have a place in your backyard where nothing but visionaries will grow, you can create a great kind of area that doesn't need maintenance. Alternative pavers and river stone in a patchwork quilt (grid) pattern and never worry
about that problem place again. Here are some other landscape uses for rocks. 10/12 Will478/ShutterstockS their durability, stones are natural for paths. The winding shape of the team's path with the intriguing texture of the river cliffs to create an attractive feature of the landscape. Here are more accessible ideas of the
garden path. 12/12 Jamie Hooper/ShutterstockProbably No.1 use river cliffs in landscape equal parts practical and beautiful. Dry creek bed is a decorative feature most of the time. But when it rains, the winding channel of river cliffs directs the overflow to where you want it to go (for example, away from home and to the
rain garden). Learn how to build your own rain garden. Originally published as August 28, 2019 ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. Cookies. loves me like a rock. loves me like a rock lyrics. loves me like a rock chords. loves me like a
rock paul simon. loves me like a rock meaning. loves me like a rock fighting temptations mp3 download. loves me like a rock lyrics wailin jennys. loves me like a rock dixie hummingbirds
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